OFFICE OF THE DEVELOPMENT COMMISSIONER [HANDICRAFTS]
West Block No. 7, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-110066

INVITING PROPOSAL FOR FRESH CLUSTER/ INTERVENTION UNDER AHVY SCHEME

Proposals are invited from Eligible organizations during the year 2019-2020 in prescribed Performa for 30 SC/ST Fresh clusters to undertake Ambedkar Hastship Vikas Yojana across the country including NER as per guidelines.

Similarly, Intervention proposals are invited from the AHVY implementing Agencies in respect of 10 identified cluster for Producer Company/ adopted clusters/ Cluster of SC/ST artisans across the country including clusters of NER for undertaking the activities with a view to overall development of cluster artisans.

The Cut-off date of the proposal submission is: 06-09-2019 upto 6.00 PM. The proposals are accepted as per the guidelines and procedures subject to viability of the project.

Field offices are requested to forward the application in respect of clusters identified for Producer Company/ adopted clusters/SC/ST clusters within the stipulated time subject to viability of project. The competent authority has the discretion to consider/reject the proposals without furnishing any clarifications.

For further details visit: www.handicrafts.nic.in